Abstract-We give direct and recursive constructions for aperiodic and periodic complementary sequences. Using these constructions, many missing entries in the table of Bömer and Antweiler [4] can be filled.
Introduction
Complementary binary sequences are originally defined as pairs of binary sequences with the property that the sum of their aperiodic autocorrelation functions is zero everywhere except at zero shift. Such sequences were introduced by Golay [10] in 1949 in connection with his study of infrared spectrometry. Later on, for their research into acoustic surface-wave devices, Tseng and Liu [20] considered aperiodic complementary sequences (ACS) with more than two sequences involved.
A set of binary sequences is called a set of periodic complementary sequences (PCS) if the sum of the periodic autocorrelation functions of the sequences involved is zero everywhere except at zero shift. Periodic complementary sequences include aperiodic complementary sequences as a special case and were first introduced by Bömer and Antweiler [4] .
Aperiodic complementary sequences with two sequences involved are nowadays called Golay sequences (or a Golay pair). Such sequences were shown by Welti [23] to be very useful in pulsed radar for range detection in 1960. Later, Golay sequences were used in radar and navigation systems, for synchronization, and in the field of system measuring techniques [19, 13, 6] . However, the lengths of the known Golay sequences are quite limited, they all take the form N Golay = 2 a · 10 b · 26 c , where a, b, c are nonnegative integers. It is now known that there exists a pair of periodic complementary sequences of length N , with N = N Golay . For example, there exists a pair of PCS of length 34 ( [7] ), while the nonexistence of Golay sequences of length 34 was shown by an exhaustive computer search [1] . Also we mention that aperiodic complementary sequences are limited to an even number of sequences, periodic complementary sequences may exist for any number of sequences.
In applications, usually the aperiodic auto-and crosscorrelation functions are used. However, if a set of periodic complementary seqeunces is transmitted and correlated with the twice repeated sequences of the set of PCS, then the sum of the resulting aperiodic correlation functions is zero between the two main peaks in one period. Such sequences are useful for radar applications [22] .
The ultimate goal in periodic sequence design is a sequence set satisfying the ideal periodic correlation requirements (see [9, p.169] ) (by ideal periodic correlation, we mean that all out-of-phase values of the autocorrelation functions are zero). For binary sequences with elements ±1, it is almost certain that only one sequence with the ideal autocorrelation function exists, i.e., (+1, +1, +1, −1) (see [17] ). So in the binary case, PCS is a natural remedy for this situation. Also Bömer and Antweiler [4] showed that periodic complementary sequences are equivalent to a subclass of cyclic difference families, which are very important objects in combinatorial designs, in particular in the construction of BIBDs and Hadamard matrices (see [12] , [18] , [21] ). Therefore, periodic complementary sequences certainly deserve further study.
For a general background on ACS and PCS, we refer the reader to [4] , [12] , [18] . A diagram providing a general view of PCS up to length 50 and up to 12 sequences is given in [4] . After this paper was submitted, a new table which updates the diagram of Bömer and Antweiler appeared in [7] . More existence conditions for P CS n q with q = 2 and 3 are given in [2] . In the present correspondence, we first briefly survey some necessary conditions for the existence of aperiodic and periodic complementary sequences and prove some preliminary results. In Section 3, we give both recursive and direct constructions for ACS and PCS. Using these constructions, many missing entries in the diagram of [4] can be filled.
Definitions and Preliminaries
Let a = (a (0) , a (1) , · · · , a (n − 1)) be a binary sequence of length n with a (i) = ±1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The aperiodic and periodic autocorrelation functions of a are defined respectively as
From the above definitions, we see that A a (0) = P a (0) = n, and
Let {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a q } be a set of q binary sequences, each having length n. Then {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a q } is called a set of aperiodic complementary sequences
A a i (k) = 0, for every k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, and
A a i (0) = nq.
When q = 2, an ACS is usually called 4-complementary sequences.
Similarly {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a q } is called a set of periodic complementary se-
From (2.1), we see that an ACS n q is also a P CS n q . Let
. It follows from the definition of ACS
We now collect some known results on ACS and PCS. Also we will prove some preliminary results on ACS and PCS. [4] .
If an ACS n q exists and n ≥ 2, then
therefore q is even.
For P CS n q , we have the following necessary conditions. Lemma 2.2. If there exists a P CS n q and n ≥ 2, then
, where c i are integers and c i ≡ n (mod 2), 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
(ii) nq ≡ 0 (mod 4)
.
If 2 |n and n ≥ 3, then
Therefore 4|nq. This completes the proof. 2
In the case q = 2, if a P CS n 2 exists, then by Lemma 2.2, n is a sum of two squares. In particular, if p is a prime divisor of n and p ≡ 3 (mod 4), then p 2 n for some ≥ 1. Furthermore we have the following result.
exists, then all odd prime divisors of n are congruent to 1 modulo 4.
(
We refer the reader to [2] , [8] for the proof of Lemma 2.3.
It is a difficult problem to determine the set of lengths for which an ACS n 2 exists. So far, It is only known that the integers n of the form 2 a 10 b 26 c , a, b, c ≥ 0, can serve as the lengths of Golay sequences (see [8] ).
There are several known recursive constructions for PCS. We quote the following lemmas from [4] . 
Constructions of ACS and PCS
In this section, we give both recursive and direct constructions for ACS and PCS. We begin with a few recursive constructions. 
Proof: Assume that (c ij ) 1≤i≤Q,1≤j≤t is a matrix with c ij = ±1 and
Also we assume that a
2), we know that
The polynomial associated with the sequence b ij is
where
Therefore, the binary sequences
Qq . This completes the proof. 2
Remark. Theorem 3.1 in the case t = Q = 2, q 1 = q 2 = 2 was first proved in [5] .
Corollary 3.2. Let n be a positive integer with binary expansion n = 2 Proof. We will prove the theorem in the case s = 2. The rest of the proof can be done by induction on s.
For
Taking determinant both sides, we have
Dividing both sides of the above equation by x mn−1 , one has
Additionally, assume the polynomials of a i and b j are A i (x) and B j (x), 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ t − 1. Since q ≡ t ≡ 0 (mod 2), we may assume that q = 2r, t = 2s. By the discussion above, we know that there are polynomials C ij (x) , D ij (x) with coefficients ±1, and of degree nm − 1, such that 1 2
where 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ s − 1. Hence
This proves that the set of sequences associated with
. This completes the proof.
2
Remark. The case q 1 = q 2 = · · · = q s = 2 of Theorem 3.3 was first proved by Turyn [21] .
Theorem 3.4. Assume that there exist P CS
where n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n s are pairwise relatively prime integers. Let denote the number of even integers in q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q s . Then there exists a P CS n q with n = n 1 n 2 · · · n s , q = q 1 q 2 ···qs 2 −1 , if ≥ 1; and q = q 1 q 2 · · · q s if = 0.
Proof: We will prove the theorem for the case s = 2. The general case can be proved by induction on s. In the case s = 2, we must prove that if there exist P CS n q and P CS m t , with (n, m) = 1, then there exists a P CS nm qt . Furthermore if q ≡ t ≡ 0 (mod 2), then there exists a P CS
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3, we define E (x), F (x) by the matrix formula
Indeed,
, is a polynomial with coefficients ±1, and of degree mn − 1. This is true for F (x) also.
Taking determinant of both sides of (3.2), one has
Note that E (x), as a polynomial in Z [x], has degree 2mn − m − n. Dividing both sides of the above equation by x 2mn−m−n , one obtains 
, are polynomials of degree mn − 1, with coefficients ±1; hence they correspond to sequences of ±1 of length mn.
Since {a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a q−1 } is a P CS n q , we have
and mt ≡ nq ≡ 0 (mod 4), we see that one of t, q has to be even. Assume that q is even, say, q = 2s, then
This proves that the 2st = qt sequences associated to
If q ≡ t ≡ 0 (mod 2), we assume that q = 2s, t = 2r, then similar to the above argument, one can show that the 1 2 qt sequences associated with Next we give several direct constructions of PCS by using different sets and cyclotomy of finite fields. The PCSs constructed by these methods usually involve a large number of sequences.
Let G be a cyclic group of order v (written additively), and D a k-subset of G. If the list of differences "
where Proof: If D is a (v, k, λ) = (4n − 1, 2n − 1, n − 1) cyclic difference set, then A (x) = 2D (x) − J (x) has coefficients ±1, and
This proves the existence of P CS Remark. From [3] , we know that (v, k, λ) = (4n − 1, 2n − 1, n − 1) cyclic difference sets exist for the following values of v.
(ii) Paley-Hadamard difference sets. v is a prime, v ≡ 3 (mod4).
(iii) Twin prime difference sets. v = p (p + 2), where p and p + 2 are both primes.
For those v in the above list, by Theorem 3.5, there exists a P CS
16 . In the case v is a prime congruent to 1 (mod 4), we can also construct PCS by modify the construction of Paley for Hadamard matrices. Here again the number of sequences involved in the resulting PCS is large.
Let p be a prime, and b 0 , b 1 , · · · , b p−1 be the elements of GF (p) such that
where χ is the quadratic character of GF (p). Q is a circulant matrix of order p with zero diagonal and all other entries ±1
where Q is the transpose of Q, I is the identity matrix, and J is the all one matrix. We will only be concerned with the case p ≡ 1 (mod 4). In that case, Q is symmetric. Thus we have proved the following theorem. Finally we use cyclotomy of finite fields to construct PCS. The following theorem will be used in our construction. Theorem 3.7. Let p be an odd prime, p = ef + 1, and let g be a primitive element of GF (p), s be an integer satisfying |s| ≤ f , s ≡ f (mod 2). Then 
Conclusion
In this correspondence, we give both direct constructions for periodic complementary sequences and recursive constructions for aperiodic and periodic complementary sequences. The direct constructions of PCS are based on cyclic difference sets and cyclotomy of finite fields. The recursive constructions for ACS and PCS in this correspondence generalize and improve many previously known recursive constructions in [4] , [5] and [21] . Many missing entries in the diagram of [4] can be filled by the direct and recursive constructions for ACS and PCS in this correspondence.
